Student checklist

- Please go through the *Chip Layout and Device Structures/Sizes* on the lab webpage at:
  [http://www-inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ee143/sp06/lab/mems.html](http://www-inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ee143/sp06/lab/mems.html)
- Read the Metric Tutorial, Metric Manual and Device Characterization section in ee143 lab homepage at:
  [http://www-inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ee143/sp06/lab.html](http://www-inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ee143/sp06/lab.html)
  Section: Device Characterization
- To get an idea about characterization and how probe stations work, look at the Probe Station Module video available at:
  [http://www-inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ee143/sp06/lab.html](http://www-inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ee143/sp06/lab.html)
- Print out and complete Week 11 quiz before lab.